
Fun with Explosions - 
up the Volume 

 

by Dave Jerrard
Iparticle explosion, then dressed it up a little with some glows and a shock ring. Now we'll 

'turn up the volume' and fill out the explosion a little more with the addition of some fiery 
gaseous effects. After all, there's more to a good explosion than a bunch of pretty sparks!  

T here's several ways to add these gaseous, volumetric effects, especially now that we have 
plugins like Steamer, HyperVoxels, Genesis, WaveFilter and SuperGlow. Unless you're planning 

on rendering in layers and assembling them in a compositor later (something that not everyone has access 
to), some of these can be quite frustrating. Instead, we'll focus on tools that are included with LightWave.  

1
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: 
Before we can continue on from where we left off last time we need to do a small amount of modeling 

again, so start up Modeler. To create a fiery volume, we'll use an old, but effective trick involving semi-
transparent spheres. Select the Ball tool and open the Numeric Panel for it. Click the Reset button to 
remove any previous data, then select the Tessellation Ball Type, and enter a Level of 3. The remaining 
default values will do for now, so click OK and hit Enter to create a sphere. Save this as 
ExplosionSphere.lwo, then move over to Layout  

2: 
If you haven't already, clear the scene, then load the sphere we just created. Our task now is to 

make this round ball look like a fireball, so open the Surface Panel and rename the surface to Explosion 
Sphere (there should be only one surface present at this time). We'll do a typical orange-red fireball for 
now so we'll start with a bright red base color. The following surface values will get us started nicely:  

C urrently, with both the Diffuse Level and 
Luminosity set to 0, this gives us a black 

ball that will be invisible against a black background. 
This is intentional since it forms the basis for the next 
few steps. When we use the fireball we'll be 
expanding it over time, and we want it to gradually 
fade from brilliant yellows to cooler reds as it 
expands. The values we've just supplied form the 'cool' end of that transition. Now for the hot center...  

3: 
The first thing we need to do is make this ball visible. Fireballs tend to give off light, so we'll give 

ours some luminosity. Open the Luminosity Texture Panel and select Fractal Noise. We'll use this texture 
to bring our fireball to life. We'll stick with the default Texture Size, but we'll raise the Texture Value to 
300%. With a value that high, the texture will have more detailed edges, as well as being much brighter 
than usual. We'll increase the sharpness of the texture even further by raising the Frequencies to 6, 
Contrast to 1.5 and the Small Power to 0.6. A test render will show that this Luminosity texture now 
reveals the red base color we applied in the last step. (Figure 1)  

Note: The frequency value of Fractal Noise can go as high as 8. Values higher than this will have no 
further effect. 

 
Figure 1. Our fireball starts out 
look ing more like a fancy bowling 
ball.  

Surface Color: 200 30 30 
   Luminosity:   0% 
Diffuse Level:   0% 
 Transparency:   0% 
    Smoothing: on 
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W e have two more settings to modify on this texture. First, activate World Coordinates, since 
we'll be moving this sphere through the texture later, and second, apply a Texture Falloff of 

10% to all three axes. This will give us our gradual burnout as the ball's surface moves further away from 
the Texture Center. (Figure 2)  

T his Luminosity texture isn't absolutely necessary, since interesting results can be achieved by 
simply applying a base 300% luminosity to the entire surface. We've added this texture mainly to 

break up the effect, in order to help camouflage the sphere later.  

4: 
Now that we have some luminosity applied, we 

can add some color. Open the Color Texture Panel 
and select Fractal Noise again. This time we'll apply 
a bright yellow color, which will blend with the red 
base color for a vibrant fiery texture. The following 
values will do nicely:  

J ust as we did in the last step, we're using a Texture Falloff to change the color as the sphere 
expands. We've also used a different Texture Size to prevent this texture from matching with the 

Luminosity texture. Figure 3 shows how the color and intensity are changed as the surface moves out 
from the center.  

5: 
This is starting to look much more like fire now, but we need to make it look less round. To get a 

 
Figure 2. The same sphere, scaled by a factor 
of 5, and again by a factor of 11, showing how 
the texture changes & fades.  

 
Figure 3. The sphere changes from 
bright yellow to a deep red as its 
surface moves further from the 
texture center, which is located at 
the center of the smallest sphere.  

     Texture Size:  50 cm 
  Texture Falloff:  10 
World Coordinates: on 
    Texture Color: 245 255 105 
      Frequencies:   6 
         Contrast:   1 
      Small Power:   0.7 
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better idea of what's happening now, make two or three clones of this object and place them randomly 
around the first one, allowing them to overlap, as in figure 4. Feel free to scale them as well. 

I f we were to render this now, it would look more like a science model of some strange 
molecule than a fiery explosion, so the next detail we need to take care of is the hard edge of the 

spheres. Click the Advanced Options tab and then click the Transparent button for Edge Transparency. 
This will make the balls semi-transparent, based on the surface angle to the camera. As the surface turns 
further away from the camera, it becomes more transparent, creating the illusion of mass of glowing gas. 
(Figure 5)  

Y ou can also see now how the luminosity texture breaks everything up, somewhat obscuring 
the spherical nature of the objects.  

6: 
The texture is still a bit on the smooth side, so we'll roughen things up a bit. Fireballs tend top 

expand with a rolling, billowing surface, which we can simulate by adding a Bump Map. Select the 
Crumple Texture, and give this a value of -25% and a Texture Size of 5 meters. Raise the Number of 
Scales to 6 and the Small Power to 1 to add more detail to the texture since this is fairly large. Once 
again, activate World Coordinates so the surface can move through the texture. By using a negative value 
for the Texture Amplitude, the texture will have a rounded lumpy appearance, rather than a jagged rocky 
one.  

 
Figure 4. A layout view of a test 
cluster of fireballs.  

 
Figure 5. The effect of applying 
Edge Transparency to the cluster, 
showing how the spheres seem to 
merge together.  

 
Figure 6. The same cluster, this 
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one.  

N ormally a luminous surface like this 
would not be modified by the addition of a 

bump map since it's not being affected by any 
directional light to shade the bumps. However, we 
do have the Polygon Edge Transparency active, 
which applies transparency to a surface according 
the angle of the surface normal. Since a bump map 
actually modifies the surface normal to simulate 
bumps, our Edge Transparency will also be 
modified. (Figure 6)  

T he Texture Amplitude is applied with a 
low value intentionally here. This is so we 

can exploit an interesting bug in the Crumple texture 
itself. As an object changes scale, unlike other bump 
textures, the amplitude of Crumple (as well as Crust, 
Bump Array and Veins) will also scale, growing deeper as the object grows, and vise versa. This works 
well in the case of our fireballs since as they expand outwards, the billowing effect will become even more 
prominent.  

7: 
The last thing we'll do to this surface for now is apply a glow to it. Remember, in the explosion scene 

we created in part 1, we had a glow effect applied with an intensity of 1000. If these fireballs are going to 
be added to that scene, we should allow for that glow as well. Open the Effects Panel and activate the 
Glow Effect. Raise the Glow Intensity to 1000% and set the Glow Radius to 12 pixels (for video 
resolution), just as we did in part 1. Now, open the Surface Panel again and click the Advanced Option 
tab. If we rendered a frame now, the glow effect would completely wash out the frame due to its high 
intensity. We can alter that here by lowering the Glow Effect amount for this surface to 10%. This will 
now apply the glow as if it were only set to a global value of 100% (10% of 1000 = 100). Now our 
fireballs will look much hotter! (Figure 7)  

N ow that we have a glow on the spheres, some of the detail in them ends up being washed out 
in places. We also want to have the fire start to dissipate a bit more as the spheres expand, to 

give the illusion of the flames breaking apart. Also, a fireball like this would tend to create a lot of waste 
material, like smoke and burning debris, which is the main reason we didn't make this surface Additive 
like we did with the shock ring. If it was additive, anything on the other side would be visible though the 
flames, which would ruin the illusion of thick fire. As our fireballs are now, they are still a bit on the 
transparent side, though this becomes less noticeable where they overlap. We need to add a little more 
material to them to thicken them up a bit, so, back to Modeler we go.  

8: 
Clear out the original ExplosionSphere object and then use the GET command to load one of the 

spheres we have in Layout. This will load the current surface information into Modeler as well so we 
don't inadvertently lose it. Now, copy this sphere to a second layer and use the Size tool to scale it up to 
104%, so it's just slightly larger than the original. (Figure 8)  
 

time with a Crumple bump map 
applied to add a billowing effect.  

 
Figure 7. A glow around the 
spheres adds a nice final touch, 
blending the spheres together even 
more.  
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N ext, open the Surface panel and select 
the Default surface, then rename it to 

ExplosionSphere-dark. Now, holding the Shift key, 
select both the current layer and the one we just 
copied this from, then use the Put commend to send 
these layers back over to Layout, replacing each of 
the spheres we already have there. Finally, return to 
Layout.  

9: 
You should now have a cluster of spheres, just 

as before, but this time they should all be doubled 
up. Open the Surface Panel and select the new 
surface we just created. This surface will be used to 
fill the explosion with 'dark matter', such as thick 
black smoke and debris, as well as to break up the 
surface of the fire even more. The first thing to do is 
to make sure that both the Luminosity and the Diffuse Level are both at 0% again. We want this surface 
to be completely black all over since we'll use it to absorb some of the excess light that we have in our 
explosion. In fact, the only surface attribute we really need to concern ourselves with now is 
Transparency.  

S et the base Transparency to 25% and open the Transparency Texture Panel. Once again, 
select Fractal Noise and give this a Texture Value of 200%. As before, this high value helps keep 

the texture detail sharp, but it also increases the amount of transparent area of the surface. Raise the 
Frequencies to 8 and set the Contrast and Small Power both to 1. Activate World Coordinates again and 
then click the Texture Size button. Since we have a few layers of various Fractal Noises started to pile 
up, it's important that each be set up differently. Otherwise, the textures will match up with previous 
textures, with the newer ones obscuring the older ones. One easy way to make sure the textures aren't 
going to be identical is to keep the sizes different. Another way, especially if you absolutely have to use 
the same size, is to make one or more of the sizes a negative value. This will keep the texture the same 
size, but have the effect of flipping it on an axis. With this in mind, make this texture 2 meters on each 
axis, but make one or more of these a negative value.  

T o finish this surface off, go to the Advanced Options tab and set the Edge Transparency to 
Transparent. The outer spheres will now have a surface that looks like black clouds. (Figure 9) 

 
Figure 8. A second sphere, shown 
here in the black , will be used to 
scatter burning debris around the 
fire.  

 
Figure 9. An isolated view of the 
outer shell of the explosion showing 

 
Figure 10. A second surface helps 
to make the fireballs look  a bit 
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W hile we're here, make sure that the Glow Effect is set to 0% since we don't want this surface 
to contribute to the glow we already have, but rather tone it down in places. Since this surface 

does not have any glow applied, the transparency texture will act as a mask on the underlying glow, 
letting the full effect shine through the transparent areas, while blocking it in others. (Figure 10)  

10: 
Well, now that our fireballs are fully textured, let's put them into action. Save one of these again (it 

doesn't matter which since they're all the same) so you don't lose the surface information, then load up the 
explosion scene we created in Fun With Explosions, part 1.  

11: 
After loading the scene, it's time to add some fire. Load the ExplosionSphere that we just created 

and parent it to the Handle null that the rest of the explosion elements are parented to. Now we have one 
last texture detail to take care of. Since every texture on the ExplosionSphere uses World Coordinates, 
we can't move the explosion itself without affecting the look of the fireball. To fix this, we'll use the Handle 
Null as a reference object for each texture. Simply go through the four textures we've applied, and select 
Handle Null as the reference object. Now, since the sphere itself is parented to this null, whenever the null 
is moved, the sphere will follow, as will the textures that are applied to it. The sphere can also be moved 
on its own and still move through its textures, in much the same way the shock ring works.  

12: 
To create a fiery explosion, we'll use several copies of this ball, but before we start making clones 

and applying the motions to each one separately, let's set them up for this current object. The first thing to 
do is scale the ball down to 0% at frame 0 so we can expand it later. Next we need to create a second 
identical keyframe at frame 1 and set the Spline control to Linear. This creates the extra frame we'll need 
in order to shift all the keyframes later for timing, as we did with everything else in the scene in part 1.  

O ur explosion starts off with a brilliant flash of light, then the particles spray out, surrounded in 
a bright glow. The fireball should begin to appear just as the particles disperse enough that they 

no longer create a glowing blob on the screen. Since this would happen about ten frames after the flash, 
so we can actually shift that second key a few frames later in order to delay the expansion slightly. Create 
a third identical key at frame 100, which will be the end of the explosion. While we're here, set the Spline 
Controls for these keys to Linear to prevent any unwanted scaling before the explosion.  

the fractal transparency which will 
add detail to the glow.  

dirtier.  
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Controls for these keys to Linear to prevent any unwanted scaling before the explosion.  

13: 
We're also going to want to set up a dissolve 

envelope for the sphere so we can fade it out 
towards the end of the explosion. Open the Dissolve Envelope for the sphere and create a keyframe 
around frame 50 with a value of 0%. Create another key at frame 100 with a value of 100%. Finally, set 
the tension of both of these keys to 1.0 so we have a nice S-shaped curve. (Figure 11)  

14: 
Now that we have a few initial keyframes set up, we can start cloning. In the Objects Panel, click 

the Clone Object button and create about ten clones. The more clones we have, the better the explosion 
will look, but the longer it will take as well. 8 to 16 spheres will work well. Each clone created will also 
have the same graphs applied to it that the original had, saving us several steps for each object. Now 
we're ready to animate!  

15: 
Working directly in Layout now, advance to frame 100, then scale the first sphere to 3-6 times its 

original size. This first sphere should not do much more than simply expand in place. Make sure you have 
Auto Key Adjust activated in the Options Panel so all the adjustments you make on this frame stay put.  

16: 
Select the next sphere and scale it as well. This time move it away from the Handle Null slightly as 

well, keeping it close to the first sphere. Ideally, they should overlap slightly. Repeat this for each sphere 
in the scene, taking care to disperse them evenly and keep them all slightly overlapping one another. 
(Figure 12a)  

R emember that, as the spheres get further away from the Handle Null, they're moving through 
their textures as well. The further they move, the less texture that is applied due to the Texture 

Falloff values we gave them. This will cause them to gradually fade to red as they expand outwards, while 
the spheres near the center will retain their yellowish appearance. 

Figure 11. A simple dissolve 
envelope for the fireball.  

 
Figure 12a. A large cluster of 
fireballs randomly distributed 
around the center point of the 
explosion.  

 
Figure 12b. The final explosion 
from figure 12a.  
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17: 
When all the spheres have had their final keys created, generate a preview & watch for any 

spheres that move too fast, or just don't look right. If they move too fast, the texture on the surface will 
change too quickly as well, losing the rolling fire effect that you get with slower speeds. As long as the 
spheres don't split up as they expand, they'll look like one large expanding fiery explosion. (Figure 12b)  

T o improve this effect even more, stagger the envelopes for each sphere so they dissolve at 
different rates, or begin expanding at different times. Try making a few spheres expand slowly, 

then a few frames later, have another bunch expand more rapidly so they pass through the slower ones 
over time. Another technique to try is to move the pivot points of each sphere by about 25 centimeters or 
so, and randomly rotate each one as it expands. This will cause them to wobble as they move out, giving 
the illusion that some areas of the explosion are being sucked back in while other area burst outwards 
over a few frames. Above all, have fun, and enjoy blowing things up!  

Q uestions? Email me and I'll do what I can to answer them! 
If you enjoyed this tutorial, subscribe to NewTekniques magazine. 

I have a tutorial published in every issue. 
The number to subscribe is 1-800-346-0085.  

Copyright  © 1999, Dave Jerrard      All Rights Reserved.
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